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Enterprise-grade services  
for large companies.


Consistent with Matterport’s  
enterprise-grade security, Treedis provides 
scalability, security, seamless deployment, 
integration, or custom development 
options to large companies.

Navigate large facilities  
with ease.


The Treedis wayfinding package is tailored 
to meet your navigation needs across 
large facilities. Whether planning your 
route in advance within a digital twin, 
using mobile devices, or using augmented 
reality guidance, this unified process 
ensures a seamless experience whether 
you are in the field or working remotely.

Create immersive experiences 
tailored to your needs.


From remote onboarding to interactive 
marketing and beyond, Treedis offers a 
wide range of solutions that leverage the 
power of Matterport’s digital twin 
platform to create uniquely immersive 
experiences tailored to your company’s 
specific needs.

From immersive experiences to Industry 4.0 solutions, the partnership between  
Treedis and Matterport is changing the way businesses operate. Our collaboration showcases 
how Treedis adds value to Matterport digital twins to deliver incredible results for customers.

Treedis and Matterport are at the forefront of Industry 4.0. Together, we integrate 

cutting-edge technologies such as immersive AR and VR training, enhanced 

safety protocols, remote and field employee support and collaboration tools, 

digitized SOPs, and seamless IoT integration into everyday workflows. The result? 

A 30% improvement in performance metrics across a more connected workforce.

As the only Matterport overlay platform offering VR support for any 
digital twin, Treedis provides access to cutting-edge features that 
will take your experience to the next level, whether you’re on a 
smartphone, tablet, or PC. Merging virtual and real, the Treedis 
Augmented Reality App offers data overlays, interactive elements, 
and indoor navigation for a captivating Industry 4.0 experience.

Connect your workers  
with cutting-edge technologies.

Extend your reality with  
one simple editing process.

Contact us today

to learn more.

Are you ready to

transform your

manufacturing

operations?


